
                        
                                                                                The trainers at Awesome Dog Academy do not sell any of these products, 

                                                                                so you know that when we recommend something, we genuinely believe  

              in that product!  Take a look and see if you and your dog can benefit from 

                                                                                 any of these! 

 

Nature’s Miracle 

This spray is excellent for cleaning up after potty messes!  Use a paper towel to soak up/pick up the mess, 

spray liberally with Nature’s Miracle, let it soak for 10 – 15 minutes, then wipe up.  The white bottle is great 

for potty accidents, the red bottle cleans potty accidents as well as blood, which is useful for females in heat.  

Bitter Apple 

A wonderful chewing deterrent which helps protect your things from curious or teething puppies.  Works on 

 many different surfaces! Spray 3 times a day for a week for best results.  

Easy Walk Harness 

This tool can help your strong puller become relaxed during your walks.  Choke chains are a thing of the past! 

This harness’ unique design helps gently encourage your dog to pay more attention to you.  Since these 

harnesses have a strap across the front of your dog’s chest, we recommend only having this harness on while 

under supervision, as it can be easily chewed by a dog. Our trainers can let you try one out, help you find the 

correct size and show you how to put it on your dog. 

Kong 

These toys are great for dogs who need a distraction! Bored dogs enjoy chewing, so why not give them 

 something they can chew on! Kong toys are best used by stuffing the inside with various yummy goodies  

then placed into the freezer. Freezing the food and yummy stuff makes it more of a challenge, as well as  

helping your dog take longer. The pink & blue are for puppies, Red is for regular strength chewers, and black is for the 

extreme chewers.  

Enrichment Toys 

Enrichment toys are excellent tools for tiring your dog out and engaging their minds!  These toys teach your dog how to 

problem solve and builds self-confidence as well as alleviates boredom, reduces stress levels, improves mental health, 

improves behavior, improves your dog’s sleep, promotes calmness, provides contentment and promotes wellbeing. 

Search for “Dog Puzzle” or “Dog enrichment” and see what pops up!  

  


